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E L E C T R O C H E M I S T R Y

Fixture-free omnidirectional prestretching  
fabrication and integration of crumpled in-plane  
micro-supercapacitors
Ying Wang1, Yang Zhao1*, Yuyang Han1, Xiangyang Li1, Chunlong Dai1, Xinqun Zhang1, 
Xuting Jin1, Changxiang Shao1, Bing Lu1, Chengzhi Wang1, Huhu Cheng2, Feng Liu3*, Liangti Qu2*

Multidimensional folded structures with elasticity could provide spatial charge storage capability and shape 
adaptability for micro-supercapacitors (MSCs). Here, highly crumpled in-plane MSCs with superior conformality 
are fabricated in situ and integrated by a fixture-free omnidirectional elastic contraction strategy. Using carbon 
nanotube microelectrodes, a single crumpled MSC holds an ultrahigh volumetric capacitance of 9.3 F cm−3, 
and its total areal capacitance is 45 times greater than the initial state. Experimental and theoretical simulation 
methods indicate that strain-induced improvements of adsorption energy and conductance for crumpled micro-
electrodes are responsible for the prominent enhancement of electrochemical performance. With outstanding 
morphological randomicity, the integrated devices can serve as smart coatings in moving robots, withstanding 
extreme mechanical deformations. Notably, integration on a spherical surface is possible by using a spherical 
mask, in which a small area of the microdevice array (3.9 cm2) can produce a high output voltage of 100 V.

INTRODUCTION
Miniaturize energy storage devices have become increasingly im-
portant for the next generation of renewable energy, enabling a 
compatibility of energy supply and microelectronics industry that is 
unattainable in traditional bulk power supply equipment (1). Micro- 
supercapacitors (MSCs), especially in-plane forms, have become 
one of the most competitive candidates, which is not only for their 
miniature size, fast charge-discharge ability, long cycle life, and ro-
bust security (2, 3) but also for the separator-free configuration that 
can meet the multidirectional rapid ion diffusion and avoidance of 
short circuit. Recent empirical observations in MSCs revealed that 
the principal affecting charge storage capability can also be dictated 
by microstructural morphologies besides material because of the 
finite spatial confinement and the resulting prominent interface effect 
in microelectrodes, which mainly relied on reasonable structural 
design and fabrication protocols. Current well-developed prepara-
tion ways of two-dimensional (2D) in-plane microelectrodes are to 
construct patterned electrode films on a planar substrate by screen 
printing, spray-ink printing, electrodeposition, filtration, laser direct 
writing, etc. However, because of the limitation of space and device 
size, the electrochemical capacity is still unsatisfactory for practical 
use. Even though 3D in-plane MSCs were developed to make up 
for the shortage of capacitance in area, the accumulated electrode 
thickness greatly impedes the preparation precision and leads to a 
sluggish kinetic behavior for MSCs.

For the optimization of planar MSC processing technology, it is 
necessary to consider how to expose more electrode materials to the 

electrolyte as much as possible on a microscaled area. Recently, pre-
stretching strategy has been widely studied in stretchable devices 
(4–13), wherein the material film covered on the uniaxial or biaxial 
prestretched elastomer is extruded and deformed after the substrate 
relaxation, resulting in a tightly packed crumples. The experiment 
results show that the existence of abundant compact folded struc-
tures could provide more exposed surface area in a same space than 
that of block structures. Therefore, we attempt to combine the 
screen-printing method with the prestretching strategy (Fig. 1A), 
aiming to produce active electrode surfaces tightly packed within a 
narrow patterned area. Without complex fixtures, a commercial 
latex balloon is chosen as the omnidirectional prestretched elastic 
substrate in the state of inflation, which makes up for the non-
uniformity of the stretching direction in the traditional prestretched 
systems. Then, carbon nanotube (CNT) ink with superior mechan-
ical property and high electrical conductivity is used as the suitable 
candidate of the compressible electrode materials (14). By scraping 
the CNT ink on the mask coated on the balloon surface, the patterned 
electrodes were then formed via removing the mask (Fig. 1A). It is 
worth mentioning that the expanded balloon can provide sufficient 
support for the attachment of the mask and electrode materials, 
effectively reducing the difficulty of operation. After precoating a 
layer gel electrolyte, the crumpled MSC was obtained as the balloon 
deflates, realizing the one-step transformation from macro-operation 
to microdevice generation. Furthermore, the microdevices produced 
by omnidirectional contraction stress have a remarkable conformality, 
which can achieve the diversified design.

As a result, a single crumpled MSC exhibits a small area of 
~0.02 cm2 and a high areal capacitance of 13.5 mF cm−2, which are 
nearly 13 times less and 45 times greater than the initial state. Mean-
while, it also has a high volumetric capacitance of 9.3 F cm−3 (about 
3.6 times higher than the initial state) superior to the CNT-based 
microdevices reported previously. The mechanism of performance 
enhancement for the crumpled MSC is further proposed from the 
experiments and theoretical simulations. Resulting that the com-
pact crumple structure improves the conductance and reduces the 
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ions adsorption energy of CNT films, thus providing more effec-
tive active surface areas and enhanced electrochemical activity. As 
expected, this enhancement behavior is also confirmed by testing in 
various electrolytes. With the strategy, a minimum microdevice with 
0.1 mm2 is achieved, in which the individual finger width and inter-
electrode gap are only 44 and 20 m, respectively. This is the smallest 
device size that can be obtained by using the screen-printing meth-
od without sophisticated processing.

Benefiting from the elastic balloon substrate, the large-scaled 
spherical integrated microdevices were readily developed by using a 
customized spherical mask, which provides a breakthrough idea for 
machining challenging curved devices. A set of microdevice arrays 
with only a small area of 3.9 cm2 could produce a high output voltage 
of 100 V. Afterward, the microdevices with flexible and mechanical 
stability can sustain bend, knead, prod, and knot deformations, en-
abling the applications in wearable, flyable, and underwater power 
systems. This is in marked contrast to other miniature flexible energy 
storage devices. These findings open a pathway to a wide range of 

design thoughts on the robust, cambered, and wearable miniature 
energy storage devices in smart application possibilities.

RESULTS
Fabrication and characterization of crumpled in-plane MSCs
The schematic diagrams of the preparation process for MSC are 
illustrated in Fig. 1A. Here, the prestretching strategy is adopted to 
attain the desirable microstructured electrodes and microdevice 
size. To get rid of the cumbersome and uncontrollable prestretching 
ways, a commercial inflatable balloon that is capable of high stretch-
ability and elasticity is introduced as the prestretching substrate 
without extra fixture. Using the reversible deformation of the balloon 
in a wide strain range caused by a simple inflating and deflating 
operation, we can achieve both micro- or potentially nanoscale struc-
tures or patterns. This fabrication process could provide a simple 
and scalable means to produce simultaneous construction of micro-
electrodes and internal microstructures across multiple area scales. 

Fig. 1. Fabrication and structural characterization of MSCs. (A) Schematic illustration of fabricating the interdigital microelectrodes and strain-induced MSC. (B) Top 
view and cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of crumpled CNT film microelectrodes. (C) Optical and SEM images of microelectrodes under different 
strains. (D) Maximum principal strain distribution evolution with respect to compressive strains. (E) Nanohardness and elastic modulus of the samples measured by 
nanoindentation. (F) Finite element method (FEM) calculation results of CNT film structure with its substrate (the balloon) under different compression strains; the wrinkling 
behavior is triggered with its amplitude and periodicity gradually evolving. (G) Wavelength of crumpled carbon nanotube (CNT) film with respect to compressive strain.
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It should be pointed out that the mechanical stability and homogeneity 
of material are required under large deformations, and the inflated 
balloon can provide an omnidirectional stress during the relaxation 
process. Considering the outstanding conductive and mechanical 
abilities (15, 16), CNT is selected as the exemplified electrode material 
and current collector, which is expected to produce a fully self- 
adaptable energy storage system. To verify the feasibility of this 
viewpoint, we first prepared CNT ink and achieved the expected 
effect (fig. S1). For the following exploration, the similar commercial 
aqueous CNT ink was used to shorten the device fabrication period 
(related characterizations can be seen in fig. S2).

To construct the MSC, the interdigital electrode mask made of 
polyimide (PI) tape engraved by an ultraviolet laser cutting system 
was firstly attached on the rubbed surface of an inflatable balloon 
(400% prestretch), followed by evenly coating with CNT ink (Fig. 1A). 
The optimum CNT ink concentration in the MSC fabrication is dis-
cussed in detail in fig. S3. Then, the interdigital electrodes were ob-
tained by removing the excess CNT materials with a scraper. The 
total amount of CNTs depends on the area and thickness of the pat-
terned PI masks (see details in section S1.3). After completely dry-
ing at room temperature and removing the mask, the confined CNT 
film interdigital electrodes with uniform distribution were formed 
and tightly combined with the inflated balloon substrate by electro-
static and cementing interaction (see fig. S4 and section S2.3) (17). 
To ensure adequate contact between microelectrodes and electro-
lytes, an appropriate amount of semisolid gel electrolytes was coated 
on the microelectrodes during balloon expansion, whereas the 
crumpled MSC can be handily obtained by a facile one-step deflating 
process (Fig. 1A). From the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images in Fig. 1B, the microelectrode films display uniform 3D 
crumpled microstructures induced by a high contraction strain of 
80%, while the 2D folded microstructures can be observed at the 
electrode edges because of the edge effect (inset in Fig. 1B).

To investigate the evolution of electrode microstructure and 
properties with strain, a series of MSCs with regulable sizes were 
constructed by simply shrinking the balloon to 0, 20, 40, and 
80% compress strains (Fig. 1C and fig. S5). As shown in Fig. 1C, the 
device area decreases from 0.26 to 0.021 cm2 with the contraction 
strain increasing from 0 to 80%, and the microelectrode gap drops 
sharply from 600 to about 100 m (Fig. 1B), which may effectively 
reduce the transport route of electrolyte ions. Correspondingly, the 
SEM images reveal a smooth surface of the CNT electrodes with 
2-m thickness at 0% strain (Fig. 1D and fig. S6A), in which the 
folds with large wavelength gradually form under a mild compres-
sion strain of 20%, then the wavelength becomes smaller but denser at 
a high compaction state of 80% strain. Moreover, the tightly packed 
CNT films with negligible damage at the bent section can be ob-
served in the SEM images of microelectrodes even at high strain 
(80% strain; Fig. 1C). Meanwhile, the amplitude of the folds in-
creases as the wavelength decreases (fig. S6, B to D), which may 
provide more spatial active sites.

As the balloon deflates, the compression stress and strain suf-
fered by CNT electrodes were further tracked by establishing a 
3D Neo-Hookean bilayer model based on biaxial compression strains 
(Fig. 1D). Both evolution of maximum principal strain and von Mises 
stress strain distributions with respect to compressive strain is shown 
in Fig. 1D and fig. S7. With compressive strain increases, the fold oc-
curs around 26%. This 2D fold phenomenon is essentially originally 
from the mismatch of mechanical properties between the CNT film 

and the balloon substrate (Fig. 1E and fig. S8) (18), which is a typical 
form of mechanical instability. Since stress and strain are concen-
trated at the folds, the surrounding stress and strain are alleviated, 
which in turn reduces total elastic energy. The fold geometrical fea-
ture obtained in our finite element method (FEM) is quite similar to 
experimental ones (Fig. 1C) suggesting the validity of Neo-Hookean 
bilayer in 3D model. Combining experimental and FEM results 
(Fig. 1, C, F, and G), it could also be seen that the wrinkling period-
ically decreases in wavelength and increases in amplitude as the 
balloon substrate gradually shrinks (figs. S9 and S10), signifying that 
the number of derived folds increases continuously at high strain 
and may provide more opportunities for charge storage.

Electrochemical characteristics of MSCs
The electrochemical behaviors of the obtained MSCs at different 
strains are investigated in 1 M PVP-H2SO4 gel electrolyte. Before 
the exploration, the interaction between the balloon substrate and 
the electrolyte was evaluated through x-ray diffraction spectra and 
cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of the crumpled MSC. As a result, 
the balloon covered with the electrolyte for 12 hours has no excess 
characteristic peaks (fig. S11A), while the CV curve of the MSC after 
dropping electrolyte for 12 hours shows only a small increase in 
capacitance, and no other electrochemical behaviors can be seen 
compared with the initial state, demonstrating the considerable 
stability and feasibility of this energy storage system (fig. S11B). As 
displayed in Fig. 2A, CV curves of all devices exhibit typical electric 
double layer behaviors (50 mV s−1; Fig. 2A), in which the current 
increases significantly as the strain increases (fig. S12). In particular, 
the MSC at 80% strain presents a satisfactory rectangular shape and 
the largest response current among its counterparts, reflecting the 
enhanced charge storage capability and rapid electron transfer 
within the microelectrodes (19). A similar phenomenon also goes to 
the galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) curves in Fig. 2B. At current 
density of 0.072 A cm−3, all the devices show almost symmetrical 
charge-discharge behaviors, and their variation trend with strain is 
consistent with CV curves. The voltage drop by current (IR drop) 
of GCD curves become negligible as the strain increases (Fig. 2B), 
demonstrating the obvious improvement of charge utilization and 
effective voltage as the formation of featured crumpled structures in 
the reduction of device size. For the optimal MSC at 80% strain, its 
GCD curves at current densities from 0.036 to 0.72 A cm−3 are shown 
in Fig. 2C. The discharge time decreases appropriately with the in-
creasing current densities, resulting in satisfactory rate capabilities 
(Fig. 2D). Last, the strain induces a high volume-specific capacitance 
of 9.3 F cm−3 (at 0.036 A cm−3) for the MSC at 80% strain, nearly 3.6 
times greater than that of the initial state (0% strain; Fig. 2E). Mean-
while, the MSC at 80% strain also has a high area-specific capacitance of 
13.5 mF cm−2, even 45 times greater than that of 0% strain (0.3 mF cm−2; 
fig. S13). The remarkable performance of prepared MSC is quite com-
petitive in CNT-based MSCs reported previously, even higher than 
CNT composites–based MSCs (Fig. 2F and tables S1 and S2) (20–34).

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was further carried 
out to comprehend the kinetics of ion transport. The Nyquist plot 
for the MSC at 0% strain (Fig. 2G) displays obvious Warburg region 
accounting for sluggish ion transport. With the increase in strain, 
both charge transfer resistance (Rct) and solution resistance (Rs) get 
smaller, and the Warburg region gradually disappears, which can be 
attributed to accelerated ion diffusion between the electrode mate-
rial and the electrolyte in the featured microstructures. In addition, 
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the almost vertical line in the low frequency for the MSC at 80% 
strain is ascribed to the ideal capacitive behavior. Bode plot, the real 
and imaginary part capacitance (C′ and C″) versus frequency, is de-
picted in Fig. 2 (H and I). The real capacitance decreases at high 
frequencies, meaning the transition from capacitance response to 
resistance response. Compared with 0% strain, the obvious plateau 
can be found in the MSC at 80%, illustrating its wider capacitance 
response and better capacitive behavior (Fig. 2H). At the same time, 
imaginary capacitance is associated with some irreversible con-
sumption process, and short relaxation time constant (0 = 1/f) cal-
culated in C″ of 80% strain MSC is further supported by its rapid 
transportation of charge and fast electrode polarization (35–37), 
leading to the enhanced ion diffusion (fig. S14) (38) and energy/
power densities (0.38 mW cm−2/1.4 mWh cm−2; fig. S15A). Then, 
the MSC (80% strain) reaches a considerable capacitance retention 
of 93% and a high coulombic efficiency of ~95% after 12,000 cycles 
(fig. S15B).

Mechanism of electrochemical performance enhancement
Why does the strain-induced MSC make a robust electrochemical 
capacity? It is observed that the change of device size and the genera-
tion of crumpled structure in microelectrodes are the two strain- 
induced characteristics, which can be considered as the two main 
reasons for improving the performance. To quantify the effects of 

these two factors, three stacked in-plane devices in three specific 
areas of the devices at three different strains (20, 40, and 80%) were 
fabricated, and the similar mass of each device was adjusted by the 
thickness of microelectrodes (fig. S16). As shown in Fig. 3A, it can 
be seen that the device capacitances of stacking-20%, stacking-40%, 
and stacking-80% have 123, 150, and 200% improvement in com-
parison with the initial device (at 0% strain). Without crumpled 
structures, the appropriate capacitance enhancement is mainly due 
to the size minification of stacked devices, which effectively reduces 
the charge transmission distance and resistance. In contrast, the 
asymmetrical GCD curves can be seen in the stacked in-plane device 
at small size (fig. S17A), and the accumulated electrode thickness 
may weaken the reversibility and kinetics of the electrochemical re-
action (fig. S17, B and C). On the basis of the above investigation, 
the contribution ratio of device size change and derived crumpled 
structure in strain-induced MSC can be approximately inferred in 
Fig. 3B. As the strain increases, the contribution of crumpled struc-
ture increases from 42 to 60%, suggesting that the formed micro-
structure is beneficial for charge storage but has received little 
attention. Therefore, the influence of crumpled structure on electro-
chemical performance will be analyzed in detail by combining 
theoretical simulations and experiments.

Apart from the factor of device size change, the corresponding 
microstructure evolution of the CNT film under strain could be the 

Fig. 2. Electrochemical performances of prepared MSCs. (A) CV and (B) galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) curves of MSCs under various strains. (C) GCD curves of 
the MSC at 80% strain. (D) Rate capacities of the MSCs at different strains. (E) Device area and electrode volume–specific capacitance comparison under different strains. 
(F) Electrode volume– and device area–specific capacitance comparison of different CNT-based MSCs. (G) Nyquist plots and normalized imaginary part capacitance of 
different devices. Normalized (H) real and (I) imaginary part capacitance.
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key to understand its greatly improved electrochemical activities. 
First, the intrinsic resistance change of the CNT film under com-
pression strain is analyzed by coarse-grained molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulation (Fig. 3C and fig. S18) (39, 40) and mesoscopic 
transport theory (Fig. 3, D and E, and fig. S19) (41–44). As the MD 
result is shown in Fig. 3C, with compression increasing, CNTs pack 
more closely, and bending deformation of individual CNT becomes 
more severe (fig. S19A), which is consistent with the corresponding 
SEM images and ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) diffuse absorption 
(figs. S20 and S21). Close packing and bending deformation of CNT 
foams are directly related to their electrical conduction and adhesion 
properties (45), respectively; both, which influence the improved 
capacitance, will be carefully discussed with MD simulation. Sub-
sequently, the transport model is established (see section S2.12 for 
details) to further study the contact conductance between two touched 
CNTs (Fig. 3D). The energy-resolved contact conductance with the 
twist lattice angle from 0° to 30° is calculated (Fig. 3E and fig. S19, C 

to F). As a result, with the increase in average contact area and 
region number between CNTs (fig. S19B), the contact conductance 
amplitude increases and provides more opportunities for CNTs to 
touch with each other with different twist lattice angles. Thus, a 
smaller bandgap could be expected, which well reproduces the 
experimental measurement qualitatively (fig. S21C). Thanks to 
the improvement of the contact conductance of CNTs, the electro-
chemical activity and charge storage capability of the CNT film 
become stronger with the increased strain. Specifically, the electro-
chemical activity (fig. S22, detailed test in the Supplementary Mate-
rials) and effective active surface area (Fig. 3F and fig. S23) of CNT 
film electrodes were evaluated in a three-electrode system, both of 
which revealed sharply enhanced behaviors with the increasing strain. 
In particular, the increase in the active surface area of the electrode 
highly depends on the decrease in resistance to the ascending strain 
(Fig. 3F and fig. S24). Clearly, the strain-derived compact fold 
structures in the CNT film create many contact points, which may 

Fig. 3. Mechanism of electrochemical performance enhancement. (A) Capacitances of the three devices measured at current density of 0.036 A cm−3. (B) Contribution 
of crumpled microstructures and device sizes to MSC capacitance enhancement under different strains. (C) Molecular dynamics simulation of uncovered CNT microstructure 
evolution under biaxial compression. (D) Schematic diagram of transport model. (E) Evolution of the contact conductance of the lattice twist angle of 0°. (F) Effective 
active surface areas (EASA) and resistance of the CNT film electrodes at different strains. (G) FEM calculation results of 70% strain CNT film structure with its substrate (the 
balloon) and high-resolution SEM images of bending the CNT film at tensile and compress sites. (H) Unit cell of graphene/H (Gr/H) system, and three hydrogen adhesion 
sites, i.e., top, bridge, and hollow sites, are marked with red, orange, and blue, respectively. (I) Under the uniaxial strain along the armchair and zigzag directions, the 
adsorption energies of the Gr/H system were calculated with Eb = EGr-H − EGr − EH.
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provide more and shorter charge transport paths, effectively alleviating 
the film resistance and energy loss (Fig. 3F, inset).

In addition, the capacitance of the device is also proportional to 
the generated fold number, and the strain is mainly concentrated in 
the fold tip region of the crumpled CNT film because of the local 
extreme bending deformation (FEM in Fig. 3G); thus, the strain- 
induced electrochemical performance enhancement may exist. Under 
macroscopic contraction, the strain distribution on the surface of 
the CNT film is heterogeneous and could change from compressive 
to tensile. The CNTs with tensile and compress states in the peaks 
and valleys of the bent CNT film can be seen in high-resolution 
SEM images (Fig. 3G), which is consistent with the FEM results. To 
verify this point of view, the issue of hydrogen atom adhesion on 
CNTs is also considered through first principles calculation (Fig. 3H 
and fig. S25) (46–48). In Fig. 3H, three possible hydrogen atom ad-
hesion configurations are shown, where hydrogen atom position is 
set to top, bridge, and hollow sites, respectively. It is interesting to 
find out that regardless of being under tensile or compressive strain, 
the adsorption energy of the Gr/H system generally decreases, con-
cluding that deformation could promote the adhesion of hydrogen 

atom to graphene or CNTs (Fig. 3I; see section S2.15), which can 
further guarantee the promotion of charge storage capacity.

Universality of prepared microdevices
To verify the reliability of the above investigations, the electro-
chemical tests of this strain-induced MSC were performed in a series 
of aqueous gel electrolytes ranging from acidic to alkaline. As shown 
in Fig. 4A and fig. S26, the strain-induced crumpled MSC exhibits 
the promotive adsorption and storage capacities for various zwitterion 
under different acid-base conditions, illustrating that the improved 
electrochemical performance is associated with device structures. 
In addition, the negligible influence of balloon curvature radius 
on MSC performance is also demonstrated in Fig. 4B and fig. S27, 
where the balloon only acts as an elastic substrate. By this strategy, 
an ultrasmall-sized energy storage device with high precision was 
obtained, far smaller than those ones by traditional printing/template 
methods (49–51). In detail, the electrode mask size was reduced 
16 times within the allowable range to fabricate the ultrasmall 
supercapacitors. Meanwhile, to ensure the high resolution of the de-
vice, the concentration of the CNT ink was also reduced by eight times 

Fig. 4. Universality of the strain-induced in-plane MSCs. (A) Specific capacitances of the devices with various gel electrolytes (current density of 0.036 A cm−3 in 1 M HCl, 
H3PO4, and ZnSO4 gel electrolyte systems; current density of 0.36 A cm−3 in 1 M KOH gel electrolyte). (B) CV curves of crumpled MSCs with the balloon substrates of 
different radii. (C) Optical images of the micrometer-scale MSC. (D) CV, (E) GCD curves, and (F) rate capacity of micrometer-scale MSC. Photographs of (G) graphite- and 
(I) graphene-based interdigital electrodes before and after contraction. SEM images of (H) graphite- and (J) graphene-based crumpled microelectrodes. (K) CV curves of 
the two crumpled MSCs.
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to avoid the overflow of heavy electrode material and its limitation 
of balloon shrinkage. Eventually, the whole microdevice with an 
area of ~0.1 mm2 (297 m in width and 419 m in height) was ob-
tained, in which the individual finger width and interelectrode gap 
are only 44 and 20 m, respectively, even less than the width of a 
fingerprint stripe (Fig. 4C). After measuring in 1 M H2SO4 gel elec-
trolyte, the stable electrochemical performance is described by the 
CV (Fig. 4D) and GCD (Fig. 4E) curves, revealing a high areal 
capacitance of 9.7 mF cm−2 at current density of 0.16 mA cm−2 
(Fig. 4F). The universality of the proposed fabrication strategy is 
important to apply in the field of stretchable and wearable electronics. 
Apart from 1D CNT electrode system, 2D graphite and graphene 
aqueous inks with appropriate concentration were also attempted 
as raw materials of electrodes for elastic crumpled MSCs. As the 
photographs shown in Fig. 4 (G and I), the contracted microelec-
trodes of graphite and graphene with excellent conformality largely 
retain the interdigital shape of the initial electrodes. Meanwhile, 
both the graphite and graphene microelectrodes show crumpled 
microstructure without short-circuit behavior (Fig. 4, H and J) and 
can work normally after being assembled into MSCs (Fig. 4K). The 
above experimental results show that both the proposed fabrication 
method of crumpled MSCs and their improved performance by 
optimizing microdevice structures are universal.

Programmable and integrated crumpled MSCs with 
superior conformality
By virtue of the peculiarity of omnidirectional deformability of balloon 
substrate, this strategy could allow the facile construction and inte-
gration of MSCs with diversity. The microelectrodes can be pre-
fabricated into various configurations on the surface of an inflated 
balloon, which will remain the predesigned patterns once the 
balloon contracts (e.g., 80% strain). On the one hand, the CNT 
microelectrodes with multiple patterns can be achieved through laser 
programming of various patterned masks, in which SEM character-
izations reveal the consistent featured folding microstructures caused 
by the omnidirectional compression strategy (Fig. 5, A to C). With 
1 M PVP-H2SO4 electrolyte, all of these diverse patterned MSCs 
display good rate capacities (fig. S28), illustrating strong universality 
of this fabrication strategy. On the other hand, the MSCs can also be 
integrated in series or parallel connections in a similar processing way 
to meet various electrical devices with different energy thresholds 
(fig. S29A). The shapes of as-formed series or parallel MSC arrays at 
80% strain (Fig. 5D and fig. S29B) exhibit almost the same as those of 
the original devices at 0% strain without any short circuit phenomenon. 
The electrochemical measurements reveal stable electrochemical 
performance and ignorable attenuation for integrated MSCs in 
series or in parallel. Moreover, both the CV and GCD profiles of 

Fig. 5. Conformality and mechanical stability of programmable and integrated MSCs. (A to C) Digital and SEM images of shape-tailored electrodes at 0 and 80% 
contraction strains. Scale bars, 2 mm. (D) Schematic diagram and digital images of the integrated devices connecting in series and in parallel at 80% compress strain. Scale 
bars, 2 mm. (E) GCD profiles of integrated MSCs with 2 to 4 U connecting in series and in parallel. (F to H) Digital images of shape-tailored integrated MSCs under 80% 
strains. Scale bars, 2 mm. (I) Integrated MSCs are treated with various mechanical deformations of bend, knead, prod, and knot. (J) GCD profiles of the integrated MSC 
before and after a series of mechanical deformations.
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series-connected MSCs exhibit a trend of gradual linear increase in 
operating voltage (Fig. 5E and fig. S29C), while the current densities 
in CV curves of parallel-connected MSC also rise steadily under the 
same voltage window. The discharging time of parallel MSCs with 
two, three, and four devices in parallels is almost two, three, and 
four times longer than that of the single unit at the same discharge 
current density. Notably, the IR drop in both series and parallel de-
vices is inconspicuous (Fig. 5E), which is mainly due to the strain- 
induced reduction of the whole device size and polarization. As for 
conformality, the integrated microdevices can be designed as to 
specific patterns on demand in various application requirements 
(Fig. 5, F to H, and fig. S30).

On the basis of the intrinsic elasticity of the natural latex balloon 
substrate, the as-formed MSCs inherit the peculiarity of outstanding 
flexibility and mechanical strength. As exemplified in Fig. 5I, the 
integrated MSCs with four individual units in series cut from the 
balloon substrate can sustain a series of harsh deforming processes, 
such as bend, knead, prod, and knot. With the severe deformations 
of MSCs, an inconspicuous decay is observed in the charge-discharge 
time at the same current density (Fig. 5J), which may be caused by a 
small amount of shedding of the superficial CNTs and trifling crack 
generated on the CNT film (fig. S31A). At the same time, the 
mechanical stability of the individual device was also assessed by 
repeatedly contracting and expanding the balloon elastic substrate 
at 60% strain. After 200 cycling tests, the microdevice maintains a 
relatively steady electrochemical performance with a slight capacitance 
attenuation (fig. S31B), probably due to a small amount of breakage 
generated on the electrodes after cycling (fig. S31C). Nevertheless, 

the expressed flexibility under extreme deformation conditions is 
far superior to those miniature flexible energy storage devices re-
ported previously, further expanding its applied scope.

Diversified application of integrated MSCs
With the omnidirectional compression process of the balloon, the 
flexible and mechanically stable MSC array displays a robust tensile 
capability in multispatial dimensions (fig. S32, A and B). Compared 
with the previous publications of stretchable energy storage micro-
devices (table S3) (52–61), this MSCs connected in series can not 
only achieve multiaxial deformation but also normally light a red 
light-emitting diode (LED) at a high strength of 400% deformations 
(fig. S32C). Electrochemical tests of the integrated microdevices 
bonded to arbitrary 3D surfaces reveal no obvious change of CV 
curves (fig. S33, A and B), indicating the strong shape adaptability 
and tolerance of the MSCs, and the integrated microdevices can 
even be randomly tucked in crevices of a building model to light a 
string of LEDs (fig. S33C). The unique mechanical flexibility and 
stability enable this MSC array to be used in a wearable power system. 
Figure 6 (A to D) shows a 3 × 9 MSC array attached to a miniaturized 
robot, which powers a red LED during different actions. When the 
robot simulates the routine relaxation, bend, stretch, and twist 
activities of the human body, there is no obvious influence on the 
brightness of red LED, indicating barrier-free features of the micro-
device array in terms of wearable electronics. Besides, various 
microelectrode patterns are designed and used as both a power supply 
system and decoration for a bracelet, such as interdigital, parallel 
lines, and circular arc (fig. S34). There is a reason to prospect that 

Fig. 6. Diversified application of and spherical integration of MSC array. (A to D) Integrated MSCs as the wearable power systems in various simulated human motion 
states. (E) Large-scale fabrication of spherical integrated devices and their (F) CV curve. (G) Schematic diagram of simulation application and demonstration of flight 
power supply system.
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the lightweight, super-flexible balloon-based wearable devices 
can provide great comfort for the human body. Furthermore, an 
underwater power supply system has also been developed by pump-
ing moderate amount of water into the balloon containing MSCs, 
which can be immersed firmly in artificial seawater under internal 
water pressure and perform normal electrochemical tests without 
the need for additional electrolyte (fig. S35).

The manufacture of devices on curved surfaces has always been 
a technical problem, which greatly restricts their diversified applica-
tions. Here, on the basis of the balloon elastic substrate, we designed 
a spherical electrode array mask through 3D printing technology 
(Fig. 6E and fig. S36). To achieve the fast, large-scale device integra-
tion on a spherical surface, a balloon was inflated inside of the mask 
cavity followed by evenly spraying CNT ink on the mask by using a 
spray can (Fig. 6E). The whole fabrication process of devices takes 
less than several seconds. After the ink dried and the balloon shrunk, 
a large-scale spherical integrated device can be obtained (Fig. 6E 
and fig. S36E). A small area of 3.9 cm2 for MSCs connected in series 
delivers a high voltage of 100 V (Fig. 6F). The spherical integrated 
devices can be used as a flyable power system to drive a weather 
balloon or a “green” sky lantern. As displayed in Fig. 6G and fig. S37, 
the energy storage unit array on the surface of a helium-filled balloon 
lights a string of LEDs in the sky. Different from the traditional sky 
lantern, this “electronic lantern” can not only prevent the occurrence 
of fire but also provide a low-carbon environment. To simulate the 
low-temperature working environment of the flyable power system 
in the sky, the electrochemical performance tests of a single crumpled 
MSC were performed at room temperature, 0° and −10°C (fig. S38, 
A to C). The capacitance at low temperature decays only a little and 
maintained stable electrochemical behavior compared with that at 
room temperature (fig. S38D). Meanwhile, as the altitude increases, 
the air pressure decreases, causing the balloon to expand in volume. 
As mentioned in fig. S32, the device array in series still maintains a 
stable energy output on the surface of the balloon, with dilated 
strain ranging from 0 to 400%, which further proves the feasibility 
of the devices as a flyable power system. In addition, in the case of the 
device used for the power unit in weather balloon, it greatly reduces 
the dead weight in comparison to the commercial battery (fig. S39), 
which can keep the balloon flying normally during meteorological 
detection. Briefly, this fast and facile processing strategy can promote 
the spherical integrated devices to meet practical industrialization.

DISCUSSION
To sum up, the CNT-based MSC with crumpled microstructures is 
constructed through a simple omnidirectional elastic contraction 
induction process. At the state of 80% strain, the MSC has a robust 
volumetric capacitance of 9.3 F cm−3, superior to the CNT-based 
microdevices reported previously. Meanwhile, it also holds a high 
areal capacitance up to 13.5 mF cm−2, which is 45 times greater than 
that of the initial device (0% strain). Both experiment and theoretical 
simulation were carried out to investigate the mechanism of per-
formance enhancement, illustrating that the robust charge storage 
capacity is highly associated with the strain-induced improvements 
of adsorption energy and conductance for the microelectrodes. In 
addition, the crumpled microdevices with programmable micro-
electrode exhibit remarkable conformality and mechanical stability, 
which can suffer a series of harsh deforming processes, such as bend, 
knead, prod, and knot. Not only that, we also developed a variety of 

potential applications such as wearable, underwater, and flyable 
power systems. By using a customized spherical electrode mask, a 
scaled device array was integrated on a spherical surface within 
seconds, which could achieve a high output voltage of 100 V in a small 
area (3.9 cm2). Generally, it is the first time to directly prepare MSC 
with high-precision microstructures through facile contraction 
strain-induced and screen-printing strategies, which provides a new 
idea for developing flexible and stretchable in-plane energy storage 
microdevices with high performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation the electrode masks
A piece of commercial Kapton tape with thickness of 50 m was 
first attached to a clean glass plate, and then the electrode masks 
with desired patterns (interdigital, square, round, and parallel) were 
fast processed by using a computer-controlled UV laser cutting 
system (LAJAMIN LASER) with an output power of 5 W. The same 
method is also applicable to the mask preparation of integrated devices.

Preparation the crumpled MSCs
The patterned electrode mask was transferred to the surface of the 
inflated balloon. Notably, before the template is transferred, the 
surface of the inflated balloon needs to undergo a friction process to 
ensure that the electrode material is uniformly and closely bonded 
to the balloon substrate by electrostatic interaction. Subsequently, 
the commercial CNT aqueous ink was spread evenly across the 
mask by a facile scraping and coating process. The mask was gently 
torn off after the CNT ink was completely dried at room tempera-
ture and atmosphere conditions, and then the interdigital CNT 
film electrode was obtained. To ensure the good contact between 
electrode and electrolyte, a thin layer of semisolid electrolyte 
(1 M H2SO4 gel electrolyte) was precoated with the prepared elec-
trode pattern before the balloon deflation. When the balloon con-
tracts, the crumpled MSCs at 20, 40, and 80% contraction strains 
were obtained. Graphite- and graphene-based crumpled MSCs were 
also fabricated in the same way as CNT-based MSCs.

Integration of spherical microdevice array
To achieve the fast integration of microdevices on a large scale, a 
spherical mask with device array pattern was customized by 3D 
printing technology. A latex balloon was then inflated inside the 
spherical mask until it completely fills the mask. Next, a spray gun 
with moderate concentration (diluting the original ink three times) 
of CNT ink was uniformly sprayed perpendicular to the spherical 
mask with ~10 s. After the ink dried at room temperature, a spherical 
microdevice array was obtained through a facile deflation process.

Calculation details
Neo-Hook constitutive relations are used for both the CNT film and 
balloon substrate with their bulk modulus and Poisson’s ratio set 
to 1000 MPa (10 MPa) and 0.49 (0.49) for the CNT film (balloon 
substrate).

Finite element method
Both 3D (25 × 25 × 25 m3 and 1-m thickness) and 2D (100 × 50 m2 
and 1-m thickness) finite element models have been used to study 
wrinkling phenomenon via ABAQUS. Here, Neo-Hookean bilayer 
model proposed by Cao and Hutchinson is applied (18), and the ratio 
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of shear modulus of film (50 MPa) and (10 MPa) substrate is set to 
5, and Poisson’s ratio is 0.49 according to the negligible compress-
ibility observed in the experiments. To accurately describe the wrinkling 
behavior, the element size is taken approximately 10 times smaller 
than the wrinkling amplitude. Through defining initial stress, prestretch 
could be applied on the substrate to reproduce the 500% extension 
of balloon in experiments. Besides, the out-of-plane displacement field 
u⊥ = 0.01 ∙ cos (k⊥x∥) m (where k⊥ represents the out-of-plane com-
ponent of the wave vector and is predicted by using Eq. 1, and x∥ is 
the coordinates parallel to the film plane) at the upper surface is 
specified as a geometric imperfection. For all FEM calculations, explicit 
algorithm is adopted, where the loading rate is slow enough to keep 
kinetic energy less than 0.05% total energy during the whole process.

MD simulation
In our model, CNT is depicted by 10 × 100 coarse-grained particles, 
which compose a cylinder with 12.8-nm diameter and 400-nm length. 
According to the previous report (62), the total energy of CNT 
assembly is given as

     tot   =    T   +    φ   +       +    vdw    (1)

where the first three terms are harmonic potentials given by     T   =  
1 _ 2   K  T    (r −  r  0  )   2 ,    φ   =  1 _ 2   K  φ    (φ −  φ  0  )   2 ,       =  1 _ 2   K      ( −    0  )   2  , where the spring 
coefficients of bonds and angles are KT = 13,606  kcal/mol per   A ̊     2  , Kφ = 
631,829 kcal/mol, and K = 5,706,701 kcal/mol, and the equilibrium 
distance and angles are taken r0 = 4 nm, φ0 = 90°, and 0 = 180°. Be-
sides, van der Waals interaction between CNTs is described via Lennard- 
Jones potential, i.e., vdw = 4[(/r)12 − (/r)6], where  = 1211 kcal/
mol and the equilibrium distance  = 4 nm. The cross-link between 
CNTs is included by harmonic potential, which is exactly the 
same as bond.

Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator 
(LAMMPS) was used to perform MD simulations (39). The initial 
configuration of CNT assembly is generated randomly, and then 
followed by a relaxation. In total, 70% compressive strain is used 
within 1,400,000 time steps (each time step is set to 20 fs), where 
NVT  (in which the number of particles (N), volume (V) and tempera-
ture (T) are fixed) ensemble is used with gradually changing box 
sizes to simulate the deformation, and the temperature is set to 300 K.

First principles calculation
The adhesion energy between hydrogen atom and graphene is 
obtained self-consistently by using the projector augmented wave 
pseudopotential method implemented in the VASP package (46), and 
the exchange-correlation potential is treated by the Perdew-Burke- 
Ernzerhof (PBE) potential (47). In these calculations, 5 × 6 × 1 
Monkhorst-Pack meshes is used, 400 eV is chosen for energy cutoff, 
and less than 1 × 10−5  eV /  A ̊    force is asked to reach the structure 
convergence requirement. According to (19), although different 
exchange-correlation energies give different adhesion energies for 
hydrogen, the adhesion energy variation with respect to the strain is 
very similar, demonstrating the robustness of the adhesion energy’s 
strain dependence. For this reason, only PBE exchange correlation 
potential is used here.

Characterization
SEM (JSM-7001F) was applied to observe the microstructure of 
prepared devices. UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy was detected 

through a UV-vis spectrophotometer (UV2600). A 355-nm UV 
laser processing system (Beijing Lagamin Laser Co., LM-UVY-5S-Y) was 
used to fabricate the electrode masks. LAMMPS was used to per-
form MD simulations. FEM was performed by using ABAQUS. First 
principles calculation was achieved via the VASP package.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abn8338
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